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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2012Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Your essential guide to key programming features in Microsoft® SQL Server® 2012

	
		Take your database programming skills to a new level—and build customized applications using the developer tools introduced with SQL Server 2012. This hands-on reference shows you how to design, test, and deploy SQL...
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Ext GWT 2.0: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Ext GWT 2.0: Beginner's Guide is a practical book that teaches you how to use the Ext GWT library to its full potential. It provides a thorough, no-nonsense explanation of the Ext GWT library, what it offers, and how to use it through practical examples. This book provides clear, step-by-step instructions for getting the most out of Ext...
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Learning Vaadin 7, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	As one of the best web frameworks based on Java, Vaadin is well worth getting familiar with. This tutorial helps you build stunning dynamic web applications that will add new sophistication to your Java capabilities.


	Overview

	
		Construct top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on...
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Next-Generation Business Intelligence Software with Silverlight 3Apress, 2009
Business Intelligence (BI) software aims to bring together different pieces of a business into views that can make comprehending mountains of data easier. BI is everywhere. Applications that include reports, analytics, statistics, and historical and predictive modeling are all examples of BI applications. Currently, we are in the second...
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Beginning JavaFXApress, 2010

	The open source JavaFX platform offers a Java-based approach to rich Internet application (RIA) development—an alternative to Adobe Flash/Flex and Microsoft Silverlight. At over 100 million downloads, the new JavaFX is poised to be a significant player now.


	Written by a JavaFX engineer and developer, this book is one of the...
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Oracle Fusion Developer Guide: Building Rich Internet Applications with Oracle ADF Business Components and Oracle ADF FacesMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Rich Internet Applications (RIA), or to put it into its broader scope, the Rich Enterprise Application (REA) paradigm, has become reality and new business applications are primarily built for web and mobile clients and less for the desktop. Through the adoption of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in business application development and...
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Pro JSF and Ajax: Building Rich Internet ComponentsApress, 2006
Since JavaServer Faces first arrived on the Internet technology stage as the new standard
for building Java-based Web applications, it has gained significant attention from the Java EE
Web development community.Many developers are excited that they can use the standard
JavaServer Faces HTML Basic RenderKit to create HTML-based Web...
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Backbase 4 RIA DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
This is a practical book, where every example is tested and all source code is available with the book. Each chapter ends with work on a sample application using the new things learned. At the end of the book there is a complete, usable Travel Blog application. This book is for web developers who want to develop applications using the Backbase...
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Effortless Flex 4 DevelopmentNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	First the Web was all static content (HTML). Then as more was expected of sites, server-side technologies like PHP became necessary. But now Rich Internet Applications (RIA) put a lot of the functionality back in the Web browser, so a server-side technology alone will no longer suffice. Developers who have been doing server-side work for...
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Instant Migration to HTML5 and CSS3 How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover how to upgrade your existing website to the latest HTML5 and CSS3 standards


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn how to upgrade existing websites to HTML5 & CSS3 without changing appearance
	...
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Sencha MVC ArchitecturePackt Publishing, 2012

	Sencha provides one of the most popular frameworks to build RIA applications (using ExtJS) and HTML5 compliant mobile applications (using Sencha Touch). Creating an application is always easy, but creating a highly maintainable and scalable application is challenging without having solid architectural practices in place.

...
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Facebook Graph API Development with FlashPackt Publishing, 2010

	This step-by-step book gives you an empty shell of an AS3 Facebook RIA, and guides you through writing the Facebook interaction code by means of fun examples, exercises, and code snippets.This beginner's guide focuses on getting you through all the major learning points in a smooth, logical order. You'll also see how to avoid some...
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